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Executive Summary 
 

Information relating to End of Carer Approval Notices 

This report brings Foster Care Queensland (hereafter referred to as FCQ) to the end of our tenth year 
managing the Exit Interview Program. For this report FCQ has maintained the breakdown of regions 
to previous seven regions prior to the change that occurred as the majority of the information related 
to the time that the regions were broken down to seven.  Next financial year’s report will reflect the 
new changes to the regions. 

FCQ received a total of 685 Exit interview referrals for the period 1st July 2017 to 30th June 2018. 315 
of the total were Foster Carers, 356 of the total were Kinship Carers, 13 were Provisional Carers and 1 
identified as the legal guardian.   

              

116 Exit Surveys were completed on Survey Monkey, either by the Carers directly or FCQ inputting the 
data on the Carer’s behalf from a paper based survey that the Carer was sent and returned to FCQ or 
the Carer requested a telephone interview and FCQ inputted the data on to Survey Monkey during 
the telephone interview. The return rate this year in relation to completed surveys, is 16.9%.  
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 The procedure for responding to notifications of End of Carer Approval notices is as follows; 

 FCQ sends a letter when they receive the End of Carer Approval Notice from the Department 
informing the person/persons that FCQ has received the End of Carer Approval Notice and asks if 
they would like to provide information about their experiences as Carers.  The letter also provides 
a number of ways they can complete the survey, for example: online, over the phone or a paper 
survey can be sent to them with a return stamp addressed envelope, which would then be 
inputted into Survey Monkey by FCQ. 

 After a two week period FCQ would follow up via phone calls where possible with the past Carers 
to confirm receipt of the letter and discuss the opportunities to providing their experiences.  
Where no phone contact details have been provided, FCQ would email the past Carers, if this was 
an option, having been provided with the email addresses on the End of Carer Approval Notices. 

During conversations with people in regards to the exit survey, they are either of the opinion that their 
feedback would not make any difference as “nothing changes” or they feel that talking about their 
experiences would be too distressing.  This has impacted on the number of people who have taken 
the survey and FCQ has seen an increase in people stating that they would not like to undertake the 
survey. 

It was acknowledged by the Brisbane Region in March 2018 that they had reviewed their data and 
failed to provide FCQ with all the required End of Carer Approval Notices, approximately 118.  It was 
agreed that they would provide all additional information to FCQ.  As part of the notifications that FCQ 
receive contact is made via letter within a week, it was acknowledged that most of the notifications 
that were received from the Brisbane region dated back some time since the person stopped being a 
Carer, but all the past Carers were provided with a letter to ensure that they had to the opportunity 
to undertake an exit survey if they wanted too.   

It has been noted over the years that FCQ don’t receive all the End of Carer Notices that should be 
provided to FCQ to give the opportunity to people who would like to undertake a survey and this 
needs to improve to ensure equal opportunity for everybody to provide feedback. 

As stated in previous reports FCQ continue to receive a number of End of Carer Approval Notices but 
based on the figures provided by the Department of Child Safety, Youth and Women we continue to 
receive significantly less notifications than we should be receiving.   
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Overall Data and Findings 

The report outlines all the feedback from all 116 Carers and it is sectioned into regions so that the 
information is specific to the feedback from each region. The regions will change in the next report for 
2018-2019 to reflect the change in regions. 

 

                    

Overall, across the state people identified positives aspects of their time as Foster Carers and these 
related to; 

 The range of allowances provided by Child Safety to help meet the cost of caring for a child 

 The allowance payment rates 
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 How quickly allowances were paid 

 Opportunities carers were given to participate in training and professional development 

 Pre-service training delivery 

 Standard training modules 5,6 and 7 

 Information provided about your role and responsibilities 

 Information provided about Foster and Kinship Care Services role and responsibilities 

 The manner in which the carer approval renewal process was undertaken 

Overall it was also identified that the majority of people completing the survey were satisfied with 
training and development. 

Overall across the state, there were similarities in terms of negative feedback provided, listed below 
are common themes from information provided in the 2014-2015, 2015-2016, 2016-2017 and 2017-
2018 reports; 

 Carers not feeling part of a care team 

 Child Safety’s policies and procedures, overall most people were dissatisfied where applicable.  

 Child Safety’s handling of a Harm Report/SOC process, overall dissatisfaction was significantly 
higher where applicable across the state.  

 The carers ability to make a complaint about a service provided by Child Safety 

 The carers ability to appeal a decision related to you that was made by Child Safety 

 Carers not feeling listened too in relation to the needs of the child and concerns 

 Lack of consultation prior to a child being placed with carers and at times no information provided 
about the child 

 Telephone calls and emails not being responded to by the Department of Child Safety, Youth and 
Women. 

 Lack of feeling valued as a volunteer 

 The level of support provided to the child during placement.   

The findings relating to what were the most challenging aspects of being a carer have remained 
consistent over the years that FCQ has been undertaking the Exit Survey Report.  The lack of 
communication and feeling part of a care team is dominated throughout the reports for each 
region and this would be suggestive that this is a state wide issue in regards to the feedback 
provided.  

People were asked to provide their experience of caring and how satisfied they were with  

 The arrangement made for children to have contact with their family, the response overall was 
equal with 50% feeling satisfied and 50% feeling dissatisfied in relation to where this was 
applicable. 

 Your ability to have input into decisions about the child’s care, the response indicated for the 
regions overall where applicable that most people were dissatisfied.  

 The outcomes of discussions with Child Safety staff about any concerns you had, overall state wide 
for the people who undertook the survey the response was a higher percentage of dissatisfied.  

 Discussions with Community Visitor and or Child Advocate was significantly high in terms of people 
being satisfied with this area of their caring experiences.  
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People were asked if they had attended training in the last 12 months, six out of the seven regions 
signified a high percentage of ‘no’ in their responses.  

People were also asked if they had a Foster Care Agreement in place and all seven regions signified 
a high percentage of ‘yes’ in their responses.  

People completing the survey were asked if they would advise a friend to become a carer and if 
they would they consider returning to the role of Carer at a later stage. The responses overall for 
QLD are listed below; 

               

  

The majority of Carers who completed the survey identified that they started fostering due to a desire 
to help children.  This information has also been consistent throughout the years. From the extracts 
taken from Survey Monkey in relation to the responses from the Carers who have exited the system, 
it is evident that their motivation was predominantly a desire to care for children but this was 
diminished by the lack of feeling valued or being part of a care team.  

In summary, people identified that they would consider returning to Foster Care at a later stage but 
the margin between whether they would and would not is only slight.  A higher number of people 
identified that they would not advise a friend to become a Carer.  

 
 

Completed by: 
Marijka Kelly 

Recruitment and Exit Co-ordinator 
 

Presented by: 
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Summary – Central Region 
 

FCQ received a total of 685 End of Carer Approvals during the period of 1st July 2017-30th June 2018.  
84 (12.2%) of the 685 approvals were received from the Central Region. All 84 End of Carer Approvals 
were sent an acknowledgement letter from FCQ and were contacted via telephone to discuss 
completing the Carer Exit Survey.  
 
Information taken from the End of Carer Approvals 
 
The 84 End of Carer Approvals consisted of; 

  6 identifying as aboriginal 

 73 identifying as neither Aboriginal nor Torres Strait Islander 

 2 identifying as Torres Strait Islander  

 3 end of carer approvals did not provide this information. 

 The end of carer approvals also identified that from the 84; 
o 37 identified as Kinship Carers 
o 47 identified as Foster Carers 

 
For the total of the 84 End of Carer Approvals received, only: 

 10 Foster Carers completed the survey out of 47 (21.2%) 

 7 Kinship Carers completed the survey out of 37 (18.9%) 

 1 person did not provide their Carer status 
 
There were 18 people (21.4%) from the Central QLD area that completed a Carer Exit Survey.  The 
following details relate to the responses that have been received from the surveys.  
 
The 18 people who completed the survey provided the following information; 

  10 identified as Foster Carers 

 7 identified as Kinship Carers 

 1 people skipped this question 
 
16 identified as neither Aboriginal nor Torres Strait Islander 
1 identified as Aboriginal 
1 identified as other (Australian) 
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Questions: About You 
 
Information identifies which child safety office the person was attached to while they were Foster 
Carers. 
 

 
 
Information is requested regarding the person’s time spent as a Carer, identifying when they 
started as a Carer and when they stopped. Below is a graph that identifies the length of time 
stated in the responses.  
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The information provided also evidences the amount of children the person/persons have 
provided care to.   
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Question: About Your Role as a Carer 
 
People were asked to identify what made them decide to become a foster carer.   
 

 
 

 
Below is a selection of some of the comments provided by the people undertaking the survey in 
relation to why they decided to become a Carer.  This information would be consistent with the 
section under other on the graph. 
 

 Family in need 

 Department basically begged us to help, "we have no one else" 

 Family in need 

 Grandson 

 Grandson 

 We were given assurances by the department (DoCs) that we would receive adequate support 
as we had cared for same child in the past without the support of DoCs. We were given these 
assurances with the understanding that DoCs would not and could not go back on what we 
were told. As it turns out, these assurances were less valuable than a roll of home brand toilet 
paper. 

 I know there are so many children who need somewhere safe to live and someone’s to care, 
teach and guide them. 
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 My grandson was being mistreated, and was in need of protection. 

 Never truth child safety - toxic and liars- cover up disclosures that my grandson had made 
about the father 

 My nephew and partner became parents and I was worried that the child would be in danger. 
As it turns out she was harmed and has lifelong complications due to that injury and to make 
matters worse she is still with her mother 

Question: Reasons for Discontinuing as a Foster/Kinship Carer 
 
People undertaking the survey were asked to provide the reason for them deciding to stop being 
carers.  They are provided with four options then asked to elaborate in relation to the option that 
they have selected.  
 

 
 
 
The following information will be specific to the reason that has been provided in this question.  If 
the respondents answered that they ceased being Carers due to child related reasons, they are 
asked to expand on the reasons, as follows: 
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Below are extracts of comments that were made by people completing the survey in relation to this 
question: 
 
For people who stated that they ceased caring due to carer and family reasons, they were asked to 
expand on their response.  
 

 Grandmother moved interstate with the children 

 In regards to psychological trauma, we know the child had been neglected and more than 
likely abused but when we asked the department what happened to her so we can get an 
understanding, we were told it's a privacy issue. We are her aunty and uncle, surely as family 
we have a right to know what we are going to have to deal with. As explained previously, the 
child had uncontrollable outbursts but there was nothing we could do about it. We were 
basically left helpless. 

 Blue card not renewed 

 Yes, just the final straw when a young teenager (with us for 8 months) and very much a part 
of our family, was moved on with no consultation at all. We just decided we were no longer 
going to put our kids through it anymore. 

 We have not discontinued as kinship carers, we will be seeking custody of our grandson 

 Truth was ignored 

 Attitude towards us from the agency 
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Responses 
 

 Cover ups 
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Below are extracts of comments made by carers in relation to the questions referring to why they 
ceased as carers if this was related to Child Safety Services.  
 

 Placement ended 

 False allegations made, lack of response, lack of respect 

 The continues lies and cover ups by the Department of Child Safety. 

 Dept child safety –TOXIC 

 The continues lies and cover ups by the Department of Child Safety. 

 Dept child safety is a joke they do not have the child’s well fair at best 

 DoCs refusal to understand what we were facing at home in regards to the child's behaviour. 

 Blue card cancelled 

 Didn’t appreciate the way we were treated by the agency  

 All of the previous answers 

 We have our own children. The child in care was all DoCs was worried about, one officer even 
replied to a question in regards to our kids, “your right, we don't care about your children". 
Due to the father of the child in care being allowed visitation rights even after we were too he 
would have no such rights, the child acted out violently towards all members of the carers 
family. No matter how many times we informed DoCs as to why the child acting this way, we 
were flat out ignored. 

 I had my blue card cancelled mainly due to incorrect information given by docs. I have had 
nothing recorded that I have ever harmed a child 

 It hurt too much to see the children in care and being shuffled and pulled in different 
directions 

 Not fitting into life and support not there from service provider, conflict of interests. 

 Change of Family circumstances 
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 For a start, the first three listed. As mentioned, we had cared for this child 3 years ago, then 
child was 4yrs old, we knew by experience what triggered outbursts from this child. Everything 
was going really well for the first 3 months. She fitted into our family and our routines with no 
worries. We took her in on the understanding that the father was going "leave town and get 
his shit together". He never did. It took 3 months before he started demanding to see her 
regularly. A rather naive family member facilitated these visits and that's when the trouble 
with this child started. Her behaviour was out of control. She switched off completely from 
us, wouldn't do as asked. Simple things like dinner time became screaming sessions. These 
would last for hours. Having experienced this the first time, we told DoCs we would not agree 
to care for child if father is going to be involved in her life. We were very clear on this. DoCs 
was fully aware of our kids, fully aware of our previous troubles with father and child. We 
were fully assured the father would not have access to the child after he had entered rehab. 
We agreed to this, understanding it could take up to 3-4 months to find a placement. Until 
placement he was allowed supervised visits. We agreed. We agreed with them when they said 
that if the father left rehab for any reason he would no longer be allowed to visits or phone 
calls. This agreement was broken at the first chance. This agreement was broken by DoCs. 
"But it's legislation that he be allowed to see her". As soon as the father started seeing the 
child again, the acting out started. We informed the department of every tantrum, every time. 
They started happening more regularly. At Christmas, it came to a head. We endured a 5 hour 
tantrum. We informed the department of what happened and what action we will take if they 
continue to allow visits. We were flat out ignored. The father kept putting rehab off and we 
told the department if they continue to ignore us and the harm it is bringing to our family unit, 
we will end the agreement. We were ignored, our family unit, in particular our children, were 
suffering. We ended our agreement 3 months after Christmas when nothing had changed. We 
ended our agreement when the child broke down completely after being asked to not lie on 
the floor as it had been pest sprayed during the week. She went completely berserk for 4 
hours. Totally trashing her bedroom and toys. It ended up with the child outside throwing 
rocks at the carers. All of this could have been avoided if the department actually gave a shit 
about the child, the family carers and not the drug addict scumbag that poor girl has to call 
her father. 

 Blue card not renewed 

 We were caring for an elderly parent, they died, free to travel 

 We felt that we could no longer provide enough time for the children because of a change in 
employment for both of us. Also, over the many years providing care, felt that our position as 
"parents" or "caregivers" was not the best way valued or supported by the department. They 
were happy to have you to have a place to drop the kids, but when it came to making any 
decisions about the children in question, you were treated worse than a second rate citizen. 
Overnight decisions were made to move on children, with no consultation and no explanation. 
It at times, was very difficult for my own children - who had formed their own attachments 
with their "siblings" to say hurried goodbyes. After giving up their rooms and having their 
personal things destroyed it sometimes was a slap in the face to be treated like this.... Then 
they are on the phone desperate and begging for us to take in more when it suited them. 

 Victimisation leading to stress and stress induced illness 

 Lies by the Department of Child Safety cover ups misleading comments refusal by the 
Department to listen to anything you had to say, deception, underhanded handling of the 
case, removal of our support network by the manager of the Department of Child Safety, 
communication by the department was non-existent, threats by the department that if we did 
not drop the sexual allegations to his father we would not see our grandson again. When 
coming out of court I said to the Department of Child Safety team leader that she had a lot to 
answer to she got aggressive and walk back up the steps pointed her finger in my face and 
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threatened me and said she would call the police I told her to go ahead, The manager of the 
Department sent me a letter saying no tolerance and that I acted in a threatening manner it 
was her team leader that was acting in a bad manner. False allegations by the father already 
proved in court to be false still being brought up in documents by the Department in court 
documents submitted to family law court misleading the court. As they have done throughout 
this hole of this procedure - failure by the Dept to listen to the facts. 

 Cover up Liars Toxic behaviour by staff. 

 We didn’t appreciate the way were being treated by agency staff was uncalled for. 

 My husband and I had a child from approximately 2weeks old till nearly 3years old. In that 
time she CHOSE to call us mumma and da. In that time she became family. Very much loved. 
She was re-unified and, due to parents say so we have not heard a word on her. On the day 
she left I said to her if she needed mumma and da she was to tell xxxxxx. "Yes mumma " she 
said. When I happen to be talking to xxxxx a week or so later I asked how she was going. Didn't 
know as she was immediately passed onto another case worker. This child wouldn't have 
known to ask a new case worker. She knew xxx well enough to talk to her. All of our three 
children and their partners have been affected by this. Our daughter asked us not to do this 
again as it hurt too much 

 Communication difficulties in this case mean, we were completely ignored. 

 A lot of information is incorrectly recorded by docs 

 Dept corrupt 

 In our training we are told carers have rights. When it comes to the crunch, we have very little 

 I have had children in our care temporarily as foster carers give them up. They then go onto 
someone else, come back to me temporarily then onto someone else then back to the original 
carers. In that time the children's have gone backwards. I have spoken to dept and all 
concerned. I felt like I was beating my head against a wall 
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Question: The Experience of Caring 
 
People undertaking the surveys were asked how satisfied they were with different elements of 
their involvement with the Department of Child Safety and the agency. 
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Questions: The Experience of Caring – Communication  

 
Carers were asked how satisfied they were with their experiences of communication with relevant 
stakeholders.  Below is a table that outlines the responses and extracts of further comments that 
they wanted to make in relation to the question.  

 
 
The Carers were asked to identify whether Child Safety discussed the following matters with them. 
 

 The child’s cultural support needs 

 The child’s educational needs 

 The child’s health needs 

 None of the above 
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35% of Carers identified that Child Safety discussed the child’s cultural support needs but only 20% 

had a cultural support plan in place. 
 
 

 

    
 
 
35% of Carers identified that Child Safety discussed the child’s educational needs but only 30% had 
an educational plan in place.  

35%

30%

15%

20%

The child's cultural support needs

Yes No Unsure If yes, was there a cultural support plan in place

35%

31%

4%

30%

The child's educational needs

Yes No Unsure If yes, was there an education support plan in place
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50% of Carers identified that Child Safety discussed the child’s health needs but only 20% had a 
child’s health passport. 

 
 
Carers were asked if they had received information regarding FAST Representatives and Foster 
Care QLD, the table below identifies their responses.  
 

50%

25%

5%

20%

The child's health needs

Yes

No

Unsure

If yes, did the child have a current child health passport
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Information relating to contact taking place. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

100%

0%

Did you receive information about 
FAST and/or Foster Care QLD

Yes No

0%

34%

33%

33%

How often did you have contact with 
Child Safety staff

Daily Weekly Monthly Only occasionally
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63%

25%

6%

0%

6%

How did contact occur?

Phone call Home Visit Email Meeting at the office Other

0%

31%

69%

0% 0%

How often did you have contact with 
your Foster and Kinship Care Service? 

Daily Weekly Monthly Only occasionally Not applicable
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31%

63%

0% 0%

6%

How did this contact occur?

Phone call Home visit E-mail Meeting at the office Other

7%

29%

64%

What was your preference regarding 
contact?

E-mail Phone Face to face
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0% 0%

31%

7%

4%

58%

0%

Which of the following persons did 
you usually have contact with? 

Child Safety Service Centre Managers

Child Safety Team Leaders

Child Safety Officers

Child Safety Support Officers (family support worker)

Child Safety Youth Worker

Foster and Kinship Care Service Workers

None of the above
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Question: The Experience of Caring – Support  

 
This section addresses the experience of caring and support received. 
 

 
 

1
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Please indicate whether during your time as a  
Carer you requested any of the following 

supports from Child Safety and or your Foster 
& Kinship Care Service

Foster Care Agency

CSSC
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Carers were asked to provide responses to two questions: 
 

 Did you seek or receive any other form of support, and where was this from? 

 Were there other supports you would have liked access to? 
 
Below are the responses supplied: 
 

 Not supplied 

 Information not supplied 

 No comments were made on this section 

 Not supplied 

 Fellow carers 

 Yes, the child's paternal grandmother. This person saved this child from many 'drug homes' 
on many occasions before child was put into care. This person cared for the child on many 
occasions when the father was too off his face to be bothered to care for his own child. Once 
the child was taken into DoCs care, this person was informed by DoCs that she would not be 
allowed to care for the child any longer than 48hrs because she doesn't have a Blue Card. ARE 
YOU ****** KIDDING ME? 

 Support from friends 

 Nil 

0 0

5
2 1 2

0 0
2

7 6

2 8

4
5

4
2

0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Please indicate whether during your 
time as a Carer you received any of 
the following supports from Child 

Safety and or your Foster & Kinship 
Care Service.

CSSC Foster Care Agency
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 When I had temporarily care of three children I asked for a child minder as I had a health issue 
with my parents. Got no support what so ever we requested that day care be paid for as we 
both work full time 

 
 

Responses to, were there other supports you would have like to access: 
 

 Social activities for carers to network with each other. On a regular basis. 

 One offer of support was a chart from the agency displaying yoga poses. "Just get the 
screaming, uncontrollable child to pose in the 'downward dog pose'. That might help". 
Seriously? 

 Nil 
 

Question: The Experience of Caring – Financial Support 

 
Experience of caring in relation to financial support. 
 

 
 
 
 
Responses from carers in relation to financial support: 
 

 Periods of time in arrears was at one time 8 months behind. Many other high support and 
complex payments for children in my area in significant arrears. Due to case plans being out 
of date. 

 We were not informed of the 'start-up payment'. We found out by reading hand book. We 
spent our own money to furnish the child's bedroom, give the child clothes and school 

5 5
3

5

8 7 10 7

2 3 2 3

How quickly
allowances were

paid

How quickly you
were re-imbursed

when out of pocket
expenses were

incurred

The allowance
payments rates

The range of
allowances provided

by Child Safety to
help meet the cost

of caring for the
child

Financial Support 

Dissatisfied Satisfied N/A
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necessities. We believe the 'start-up payment' went to the emergency carers. When the child 
came to us, her clothes were to small, she had 5 pairs of underwear, yes 5, 2 pairs of 
unsuitable, ill-fitting shoes and a bag of 1-2 year olds toys. The child was 7. Obviously the 
'start-up payment' was not spent on this child. We had to upgrade our car to one that could 
fit us all in. We did this by extending our mortgage putting us further into debt. We were not 
paid any allowances for the first 4 weeks. Our allowance was quickly stripped of the last week 
when agreement was terminated. As far as we are concerned we are owed for 3 weeks 
allowances. 

 Now I am still caring for my granddaughter without financial support from docs. They refuse 
to pay for her school and uniform fees also her health needs. 
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Question: The Experience of Caring – Training and Professional Development 
 
Experience to training and development 
 

 
 
  

2

1

2

7

3 3

5

1

3 3 3

11

10
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7

11 11
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1 1 1 1
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1

2

0

2
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14

In regard to training and development, how 
satisfied were you with the following?

Dissatisfied Satisfied N/A
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47%

53%

Have you attended any training in the 
last 12 months

Yes No

93%

7%

0%

If you were approved as a Foster 
Carer, was there a Foster Care 

Agreement in place?

Yes No Don’t know
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Questions: Overall Experience 
 
Overall experiences. 
 

 
 
Responses in relation to returning to the role as a carer at a later stage and advising a friend to 
become a carer: 
 

 In fact, I have talked a couple of people out of it. I honestly feel that DoCs treated us like meat 
bags, here for the sole purpose of getting the child off their hands. 

 DON'T TRUST DEPARTMENT OF CHILD SAFETY. 

 Absolutely no ******* way! 

 Only if department of child safety not involved. 

 If the child came back into care. Do I think I'll be contacted? NO See 
 

Q2.  Did your experiences of providing care meet the expectation you had? 
 

 Too many people told to many lies to get us to sign on as kinship carers. It didn't matter what 
our opinion was. We have 3 bright, well-adjusted kids of our own but this simple fact was 
ignored. 

 Department Child Safety with their lies and deceit ruined everything. 
 
 
Q3. What were the most challenging aspects of being a Carer? 
 

 Understanding why certain decisions were made by CSS 

 Continuously adapting to different needs of different children with no background knowledge 
of their current circumstances or history 

 Handing over a child who was being transitioned abruptly. The child viewed me as his mother 
his protector and there was nothing I could do to comfort and protect him. I had received him 
into care at one day old left at 3 years old. CSO had not visited child once during our time of 

3

6 5

5

4 5

Yes No Maybe

Overall

Would you consider returning to the role of carer at a later stage

Would you advise a friend to become a carer
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caring for him. I felt the CSO making decisions was disrespectful to myself and the child as no 
one knew him or his needs. 

 Dealing with the department. Dealing with the ridiculous amount of strangers coming through 
our house, in 1 week we counted 5 different people from 5 different organisations. We were 
not the problem, we don't need all these people coming through our space, "just to check". 
We were not informed as to how much we have to open our lives to scrutiny. We have the 
impression this intrusion was to clear the department's conscience if something bad 
happened. It was not to see if the carers and family were ok. 

 Dealing with child safety 

 Managing anger outbursts 

 1/ having to give up the children you invested so much in knowing the parents were never fit 
to have them back - and having to start all over again when they returned 2/ having so many 
things destroyed and trashed and having to explain it to your own children (including kittens 
killed!) 

 The continuous lies, deceit, lack of answer ability by the department of child safety, hiding 
behind their legislation, refusal to listen to us or the facts, secret meetings with the father and 
his support, bias by the department. 

 lack of support 

 Having to deal with incompetent staff at Child safety and the agency then when we swapped 
over to another agency didn’t appreciate the attitude we received 

 See children confused and shuffled around 

 Guidance differences between guardian and myself 
 
Q4. What was the most positive aspect of being a carer? 
 

 Giving love to children in need of some 

 Watching the children flourish from a stable platform. 

 Positive response from children 

 Providing a healthy life for children and seeing them grow into fairly "normal and confident" 
children. Integrating into society. 

 Seeing the child catch up on 9 months school work in 3 months. No training was required for 
us to achieve this. It's just what we did for our kids, we did for the child. 

 The children love coming to stay at my house and to see them happy and playing 

 Happy children 

 Making a change in the kids and seeing them smile! 

 Being there for our grandson 

 happy grandson in safe environment 

 See the positive changes the children made 

 The love that the children give you 

 The children 
 
Q5. What helped you feel supported in your role as a carer? 
 

 Partner, friends, family, Support Worker 

 communication with support workers 

 My peers 

 Each other. 

 The children being happy while in my care 

 Relationship with foster care people, and the agency 
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 Defiantly when the agency came on board in Emerald and took over the care of the carers - I 
felt supported and valued, like they really cared about the children and the families 

 NOTHING.HATE THE DECEIT AND LIES THAT THE DEPARTMENT RESORT TO HOPE TO CLEAN 
THEM OUT IN COURT AND SEE JUSTICE DONE 

 Agency 

 Nothing really. I just love babies and children and I wanted to help in any way I could 

 Their hugs and trust 
 
 
Q6. What could be improved to assist carers in their role? 
 

 More upfront information, able to be involved in decisions made about the children they are 
caring for. 

 more information about a child’s circumstances 

 More organised process around workloads and staff professionalism in the Dept. 

 Firstly, you could start by listening to them, especially if they are family and have seen it all 
before. 

 Cso recording correct information, cso believing in what u say. Cso listening to the child when 
they are saying they have been harmed s causing a huge trauma. The manager of docs office 
having a meeting when requested. The docs office doing as it says from child safety minister 
in their letter regarding complaints and care of child 

 Nil 

 Wow - where do i start?! There HAS to be more communication between all services involved 
and carers have to be valued more 

 SACK THE LAIR'S IN THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILD SAFETY THEY ARE NOT THERE FOR THE 
CHILDREN, ONLY FOR THEIR PAY CHECKS 

 get rid of the dept 

 Listen to carers. I mean really listen. Just because dept case workers have degrees behind 
them in reality they have little practical experience and they don't have foster children in care 
24/7 

 Each and every individual is different - has different backgrounds and beliefs each has their 
own needs 

 
Q7. Do you have any additional comments, suggestions or concerns? 
 

 I have only worked as a respite carer not a full time carer. 

 I had made complaints in regards to Dept and processes around payments and staff. Nothing 
other than (what I feel) retribution from staff was the true outcome. I have been left feeling 
nothing other than disgust for the way we were treated. 

 Yes I do but too many to put here.. I will happily talk to someone but only if they are prepared 
to listen. 

 A complete over haul of the  docs office 

 WILL ADVISE ANYONE LOOKING AT BECOMING A CAREER NOT TO UNTIL THE DEPARTMENT 
OF CHILD SAFETY IS CLEANED OUT, AND WILL CONTINUE TO WARN EVERY ONE ABOUT THE 
FACT REGARDING CHILD SAFETY 

 the worst time of my life to be treated with such disrespect re reporting grandson disclosure 
about his father than to have him put in the care of the father... 4 x disclosures report to the 
police twice - 
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 Whilst people working in this industry have a very demanding job they still need to realise that 
carers are human beings as well and should be treated better than just glorified babysitters 
as we also care about the children and want what’s best for them as well 

 The dept needs to be more forceful when fighting for these children when they go to court. 
Look to your own children, nieces, nephews etc. and see how beautiful their life is. Fight for 
these "kids in care" and get the same for them. Also please be aware that not all Foster Carers 
and in this for the right reasons 

 I was disappointed that the children in the end didn’t trust telling adults as what they were 
told was confidential went back to people 

 


